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ABSTRACT
Goal-setting has been shown to be an effective strategy for changing behavior; therefore employing goal-setting in persuasive technologies could be an effective way to encourage behavior change. In our work, we are developing persuasive technologies to encourage individuals to live healthy lifestyles with a focus on being physically active. As part of our investigations, we have explored individuals’ reactions to goal-setting, specifically goal sources (i.e., who should set the individual’s goal) and goal timeframes (i.e., over what time period should an individual have to achieve the goal). In this paper, we present our findings related to various approaches for implementing goal-setting in a persuasive technology to encourage physical activity.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2. [User Interfaces]: User-centered design, H.1.2. [User-Machine Systems]: Software psychology.

General Terms
Design, Theory

Keywords
Goal-setting, goals, goal source, goal timeframe, goal strategy, behavior change, physical activity, persuasive technology

1. INTRODUCTION
Literature from psychology and health sciences has long argued that goal-setting is an effective strategy for changing behavior (e.g., [10][14]). As the field of persuasive technology is focused on developing computing systems that attempt to change attitudes and behavior [6], the aforementioned findings from the literature suggest that employing goal-setting in persuasive technologies might be an effective means of supporting behavior change.
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As part of our on-going research agenda, we are developing persuasive technologies that encourage individuals to live healthy lifestyles. Specifically, we attempt to encourage participation in regular and varied physical activity. Our recent focus has been on the design and evaluation of the UbiFit system (Figure 1), which was influenced by goal-related literature, particularly Locke & Latham’s Goal-Setting Theory [10]. Our evaluation included a field study where 28 individuals who represented our target audience used our system for three months over the winter holiday season. During that field study, we explored participants’ reactions to our system’s implementation of goal-setting as well as their preferences for alternative goal-setting approaches.

This paper presents our findings related to various approaches to setting goals in a persuasive technology that encourages physical activity. We focus on goal sources (i.e., who should set the goal) and goal timeframes (i.e., over what time period an individual should have to achieve the goal). While UbiFit has been presented elsewhere, those contributions focused on participants’ reactions to activity inference [5], the differences in behavior change in differing system conditions [3], and the prior work and theory that influenced our design decisions [4]. The contribution of this paper is the participants’ reactions to goal-setting considerations.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide an overview of the persuasive technology system we developed that was used in our exploration of goal-setting considerations. We follow with a review of Goal-Setting Theory [10] in Section 3, and then discuss related work in Section 4. In Section 5, we
describe our three-month field study, including the goal-setting choices we made for UbiFit and how we investigated alternative approaches. In Section 6, we present our findings related to goal-setting considerations, and in Section 7, we discuss the implications of those findings and opportunities for future work. Finally, in Section 8 we conclude.

2. THE UBIFIT SYSTEM

UbiFit is a mobile, persuasive technology we developed to encourage individuals to self-monitor their physical activity and incorporate regular and varied activity into everyday life. Because the underlying technology and design have been presented elsewhere [3][4][5], we offer only a brief overview here.

The UbiFit system includes a glanceable display, interactive application, and fitness device (Figure 1). The glanceable display uses a stylized, aesthetic image that resides on the background screen of the individual’s mobile phone. Every time she uses her phone, the display presents key information about her physical activity behavior and goal-attainment status, as well as a subtle but persistent and easily accessible reminder of her commitment to physical activity and self-monitoring. The interactive application, which also resides on the mobile phone, includes detailed information about her physical activities and a journal in which activities can be added, edited, and deleted. Finally, the fitness device automatically infers and transmits information about several types of activities—walking, running, cycling, use of the elliptical trainer, and use of the stair machine—to the glanceable display and interactive application. Because UbiFit runs on the individual’s mobile phone, it is available essentially whenever and wherever she may need it, in time to change her behavior to have an active week.

The glanceable display that we implemented uses the metaphor of a garden that blooms throughout the week as activities are performed. We thus call this implementation of the UbiFit system, UbiFit Garden. Different types of flowers represent the types of activities that the American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) suggests are important [16]: Cardio (pink flowers), Strength (blue), Flexibility (white), and Walking (sunflowers). With UbiFit Garden’s glanceable display, a healthy garden represents healthy behavior.

Since most agencies that provide physical activity guidelines (e.g., the ACSM and American Heart Association (AHA) [7][16]) use a weekly time frame, the glanceable display represents one week’s worth of activities, and goals are set and attained on a per-week basis. Upon meeting a weekly goal, a large butterfly appears in the garden display. Up to three smaller butterflies represent recent goal attainments, rewarding and reminding the individual of successes over the past month. Yellow butterflies indicate that the primary weekly goal was met, while white butterflies indicate that the alternate weekly goal was met—the optional alternate goal is intended to help the individual stay active during difficult weeks. At the end of each week, the display resets to an empty garden.

3. GOAL-SETTING THEORY

The primary intent of UbiFit is to motivate individuals to participate in regular and varied physical activity—that is, UbiFit attempts to persuade individuals to change their behavior, and then sustain the changed behavior so that it becomes a regular part of their everyday lives. Although several theories from behavioral psychology focus on encouraging behavior change in one form or another, one theory that is commonly used to drive the design of healthy lifestyle interventions that specifically encourage individuals to be physically active and/or eat well is Locke and Latham’s Goal Setting Theory [10]. Goal Setting Theory describes how individuals respond to different types of goals, and thus how to set goals to motivate behavior. Goal-Setting Theory was developed based on nearly four decades of empirical research and Ryan’s [13] early work that reintroduced the notions of intentions and goals into the study of motivation and performance. Locke and Latham are industrial-organizational psychologists, and as such, focus on the relationship between conscious performance goals and level of task performance, particularly in the work setting. Goal-Setting Theory is not limited to the workplace, however.

In their empirical work, Locke and Latham found that people give the highest levels of effort and performance to the highest or most difficult goals. They also found that “Specific, difficult goals consistently led to higher performance than urging people to do their best” [10]. The belief is that the general “do your best” type of goal has too wide a range of acceptable levels of performance and is therefore difficult to judge if the goal has been attained. Though not all specific goals lead to high performance, they do reduce variation in performance, as there is less ambiguity about what is expected. Incidentally, physical activity recommendations, such as those provided by the ACSM, follow the model of proposing specific, unambiguous goals.1

Locke and Latham claim that goals most strongly influence performance when individuals are committed to their goals. The two factors that most contribute to goal commitment are (1) the importance of goal attainment to the individual, including the outcomes she expects to result, and (2) self-efficacy, that is, the belief that she can achieve the goal. Therefore if the individual does not consider the goal to be important or does not believe she can achieve it, she is unlikely to achieve it. Locke and Latham identify two ways to increase the importance of a goal for an individual: (1) have the individual make a public commitment to the goal, or (2) provide an incentive. When an incentive is used, the rate at which the incentive is provided is important. If the incentive is provided only for achieving the goal, performance may drop significantly. For example, if the individual realizes that she is not going to meet her goal and will, therefore, not receive the incentive, her performance and self-efficacy will drop. The drop does not tend to occur if the goal is only moderately difficult or if the individual is rewarded for performance (i.e., piece rate) rather than for goal attainment only. Locke and Latham caution that conflicting goals may undermine performance if the conflicting goals motivate incompatible behaviors.

Locke and Latham stress the importance of providing feedback about the individual’s progress toward her goal [10]:

For goals to be effective, people need summary feedback that reveals progress in relation to their goals. If they do not know how they are doing, it is difficult or impossible for them to adjust the level or direction of their effort or

1 A general weekly exercise program recommended by the ACSM is to do at least 3-5 sessions of cardio training for 20-60 minutes/session, 2-3 sessions of strength training involving 8-10 muscle groups/session, and 5-7 flexibility training sessions involving the static stretching of all major muscle groups [16].
to adjust their performance strategies to match what the goal requires—goals plus feedback is more effective than goals alone.

Locke and Latham identify three types of goal sources: (1) self-set, (2) assigned, and (3) participatively set. Self-set goals tend to be of personal importance to the individual. Because self-set goals relate to self-efficacy, the individual is likely to set a goal that she believes she can realistically achieve. Performance toward a goal set for the individual (assigned) tends to be comparable with performance on a goal the individual helped define (participatory) if the assigned goal is accompanied by the rationale for the goal. A goal that is set for the individual (assigned) without a clear rationale leads to significantly lower performance.

3.1 Implications for Design

When using Goal-Setting Theory to develop persuasive technologies to encourage physical activity, Locke and Latham’s [10] findings suggest that the target audience should be individuals who have determined that being physically active is something that is important to them. The goal should be set by the individual or participatively with an expert, such as a personal trainer. What the individual has to do to meet her goal should be unambiguous, for example, by following the common format of guidelines set by government agencies. The goal should be a priority in her life, and it must be challenging, yet something that she believes she can realistically achieve. The individual should receive incentives as she makes noticeable progress toward her goal, in addition to when she attains her goal. Feedback should also be provided when the goal is exceeded, for example, by showing how far over the goal the individual has gone.

Next, we describe related work regarding goal-setting as used in health interventions and persuasive technologies.

4. RELATED WORK

Goal-setting has been used as a strategy in healthy lifestyle interventions as well as in recent research on persuasive technologies to encourage physical activity. In this section, we summarize recent work that has employed goal-setting.

4.1 Goal-Setting in Health Interventions

Shilts, Horowitz, and Townsend [14] provide a survey of health interventions involving goal-setting as a strategy for promoting physical activity and dietary behavior change. Because much of the traditional goal-setting literature focuses on the workplace and yet goal-setting is often used in health interventions, the survey was conducted to determine goal-setting’s effectiveness when used as part of physical activity and dietary interventions. Based on their survey, Shilts, Horowitz, and Townsend propose two goal sources to add to the three originally identified by Locke and Latham—(1) self-set, (2) assigned, and (3) participatory. Shilts, Horowitz, and Townsend propose (4) guided, where an expert designs multiple goal choices and the individual chooses one, and (5) group-set, where goals are designed and chosen by a practitioner or group of individuals who participate together, and goal attainment is contingent on the performance of the group.

There was not enough evidence in their survey of the literature to support a single type of goal source as being most effective. The use of goals in the intervention studies included in Shilts, Horowitz, and Townsend’s review showed a positive effect on physical activity and nutrition behavior—however, these studies did not compare interventions with and without goals or with different types of goal sources, but rather interventions with goals versus no intervention.

4.2 Goal-Setting in Persuasive Technologies

Besides our work with the UbiFit system, other recent research has developed persuasive technologies to encourage changes in diet and physical activity behavior. Some form of goal-setting was a key component in several of these projects. We briefly discuss these next.

In Consolvo et al’s study of Houston [2], which was our first attempt at developing a persuasive technology to encourage physical activity, small groups of women from pre-existing social networks shared their step counts and progress toward a daily goal with each other via their mobile phones. Each participant was assigned a daily step count goal for the two weeks of the intervention-portion of the study. The goal was derived from each participant’s daily step count during a pre-intervention baseline week. The calculation was based on a suggestion from the President’s Council on Physical Fitness and Sports’ Walking Works program [12].

In Lin et al’s study of Fish’n’Steps [9], participants’ ability to reach their daily step count goal was tied to the state of a virtual pet, a fish in a fish tank. Similar to the Houston study, in Lin et al’s study of Fish’n’Steps, each participant was assigned a step count goal for each week of the study. The goal was calculated based on each participant’s step count during the four weeks of a pre-intervention baseline. The weekly goals became progressively more challenging over the six weeks of the intervention-portion of the study, and were calculated using an exponential function. Lin et al limited the maximum total step count goal for each participant based on findings from the health sciences literature.

Similar to the studies of Houston and Fish’n’Steps, Gasser et al employed assigned goals in their study of a lifestyle coaching system [8]. However, unlike the Houston and Fish’n’Steps studies, the participants in Gasser et al’s study had the same daily goal: to earn at least seven “lifestyle points” every day. Each point was earned either by doing 10 minutes of moderate or vigorous physical activity, or by consuming one serving of fruit or vegetables. To reach the daily goal, at least four points had to come from fruit or vegetables. The goal was based on the World Health Organization’s recommendation that individuals should perform at least 30 minutes of moderate physical activity every day and consume at least five servings of fruit and vegetables.

Bickmore et al’s work with virtual agents [1] used a different goal source strategy. In their study, the participants’ daily step count goal was negotiated every day with Laura, a virtual agent running on a PC with a touch screen monitor (i.e., Bickmore et al employed participatory goals). The negotiation would take into account the current day’s step count and the step count history, and attempt to slowly “shape” each participant to her final step count goal at the end of the two month study. This final goal was assigned to each participant based on their baseline activity level, and was either 5,000 or 10,000 steps, depending on whether the baseline step count was below or above 5,000 steps.

Finally, although they incorporate goal-setting, other recent studies do not specify how goals were set. In Mamykina et al’s
study of a mobile system for diabetes management [11], for example, the participants had goals to make meal patterns more regular, increase their exercise level, and increase the regularity of their blood glucose level monitoring. However, it is unclear if the participants—who were participating in a diabetes education class—were assigned the same goals, or if goals were assigned by or participatively set for each participant with the educator. In Tsai et al’s study of a mobile phone system for calorie tracking [15], participants could set a daily caloric intake goal that would help them lose weight, but it is not clear who set the goal (e.g., the system or the individual) or how it was determined.

Next, we describe the details of the study in which we explored goal setting considerations, including how we implemented goal-setting in UbiFit Garden.

5. METHOD
The results presented in this paper focus on participants’ reactions to the goal-setting strategy used in the three-month field study of the UbiFit Garden system, and alternative goal-setting strategies that were presented to participants at the end of the study. Here, we briefly describe the study details, then discuss how goal-setting was implemented and explored in our study.

5.1 Study Details
Twenty-eight individuals who were recruited by a market research agency participated in the three-month field study of UbiFit Garden (15 female/13 male, aged 25 to 54). All were regular mobile phone users who wanted to increase their physical activity.

The participants represented a range of occupations including real estate agent, personal care assistant, public relations specialist, retail manager, psychologist, event laborer, project manager, human resources specialist, teacher, business developer, and comedian. Seventeen were employed full-time (one was also a student), eight were employed part-time (one was also self-employed), two were homemakers, and one was a full-time student. The highest level of education completed for four participants was “some college,” 19 were employed part-time (one was also self-employed), two were resources specialist, teacher, business developer, and comedian. Seventeen were employed full-time (one was also a student), eight were employed part-time (one was also self-employed), two were homemakers, and one was a full-time student. The highest level of education completed for four participants was “some college,” 19 were employed part-time (one was also self-employed), two were resources specialist, teacher, business developer, and comedian. Seventeen were employed full-time (one was also a student), eight were employed part-time (one was also self-employed), two were homemakers, and one was a full-time student.
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5.2 Goal-Setting in the Study
We used self-set goals in the three-month field study, that is, participants set their own goals. Goals were calculated on a seven-day timeframe, and ran for a fixed calendar week (i.e., Sunday to Saturday). The only other goal requirement was that:

- all participants have a weekly goal,
- the goal include at least one session of cardio (≥ 10 minutes in duration), walking (≥ 10 minutes in duration), strength training, OR flexibility training each week, and
- the goal be of the form: <number of sessions> <activity type> <minimum session duration in minutes> per week

We required that a minimum duration be set for cardio and walking sessions, but that was optional for strength and flexibility training sessions. Examples of participants’ goals included:

- Participant 18’s (i.e., P18’s) weekly goal:
  - 2 cardio sessions ≥ 30 minutes/session,
  - 4 walking sessions ≥ 15 minutes/session, and
  - 3 flexibility training sessions (no minimum duration)

- P24’s weekly goal:
  - 4 cardio sessions ≥ 30 minutes/session,
  - 4 strength training sessions (no minimum duration), and
  - 1 flexibility session ≥ 30 minutes/session

5.3 Exploring Alternatives in the Study
Using self-set, fixed calendar week goals is not the only way that we could have implemented goal-setting in the system. For example, we could have used other types of goal sources such as those suggested by Locke and Latham [10] and Shilts, Horowitz, and Townsend [14]. Examples of those options include:

- Self-set: the individual sets her goal (i.e., as in our study),
- Assigned
  - National recommendations: the individual chooses from established physical activity guidelines, such as those set by the ACSM, AHA, U.S. Surgeon General, or President’s Council on Physical Fitness,
  - Fitness expert: a personal trainer sets the goal for the individual,
  - Medical expert: the individual’s medical doctor sets the goal for the individual,
- Participatory
  - Fitness expert: the individual works with a personal trainer to set the goal,
  - Medical expert: the individual works with her medical doctor to set the goal,
- Guided
  - Fitness expert: a personal trainer designs multiple goal options from which the individual can choose.

2 Our decision is consistent with ACSM and AHA recommendations which specify minimum durations for cardio and walking, but not for strength and flexibility.
o **medical expert:** the individual’s medical doctor designs multiple goal options from which she can choose, or

- **Group-set**
  o **strangers:** the individual works with a group of strangers to set a goal for the group where even if she did her part, if someone else did not do his or her part, the goal might not be achieved,
  o **social network:** the individual works with a group of her friends and/or family to set a goal for the group where even if she did her part, if someone else did not do his or her part, the goal might not be achieved.

Additionally, we could have implemented the weekly goal’s timeframe differently. Other options include:

- **Rolling seven-day window:** a seven-day timeframe that shows the individual’s last seven days worth of activity and whether those last seven days qualify as having met her goal (i.e., a rolling seven-day window that never resets),
- **Customizable calendar week:** a goal that resets once per week, where the individual specifies the reset day at the start of the study, or
- **Fixed calendar week:** a goal that resets once per week, where the reset day is fixed (i.e., as in our study).

During the final interview of the study, we proposed all of these alternatives to participants who then speculated about their goal source and timeframe preferences based on their three months of experience with the system. We describe our findings next.

### 6. RESULTS

In this section, we report results from our field study where the 28 participants speculated about their goal source and timeframe preferences. All results are from the final interview that took place at the end of the three-month field study.

#### 6.1 Goal Sources

Of the goal source options that we proposed – Self-set, Assigned (national recommendations, fitness expert, or medical expert), Participatory (fitness or medical expert), Guided (fitness or medical expert), and Group-set (strangers or social network) – only one participant would have even considered choosing from established guidelines (i.e., Assigned: national recommendations), though it was not her top preference. She explained:

> I like the idea of the either a personal trainer or the guidelines from like American Health <sic> Association or something…I think it’s a good standard, but at the same time, I like being able to set my own. I mean working toward that goal, but realistic too with what my schedule is. {P28}

Depending on their current level of fitness, the other participants thought that the ‘national recommendations’ option would be too easy or too difficult. Participants explained:

> I feel like I’m in shape. I don’t think that...the Surgeon General or somebody coming in saying these are what you should be doing and I think I could easily maintain those goals. {P1}

My current physical condition...is going to completely inhibit me from meeting the national goals or national recommendations. That would just be dismal for me. Oh sure, you need to get out eight days a week. That would be so discouraging for me. {P17}

> They put out their general guidelines. They don’t know specific injuries I’ve had or problems that I – issues that come up or whatever. {P21}

A few participants did not completely dismiss the ‘medical expert’ options (Guided, Assigned, or Participatory), though they were no one’s top pick. Those who found them potentially interesting had consulted with their medical doctor about exercise in the past because of its potential impact on personal health issues (e.g., obesity-related conditions, asthma, injuries, and depression). A participant explained:

> Well, I guess my asthma would be a prime example. Having a doctor in the past that’s taught me how to control it or when I have issues, how to deal with them…I would say that the activities I do are based on knowledge I’ve gained from a doctor in the past…but I wouldn’t go to a doctor and ask for a workout routine per se. {P7}

In general, however, the ‘medical expert’ options were as unpopular as the ‘national recommendations’ option. Participants explained:

> I have doctors who are friends and they’re overweight and you know, they know the biology of things, but I don’t feel like they’re necessarily fitness experts. {P5}

> I would never use my doctor’s goals because he’s probably looking at the American Heart Association goals. {P18}

The group-set options (strangers or social network) met with mixed reviews. Initially, those options sounded appealing to many participants, with a slight preference for ‘strangers.’ The words “accountability” and “motivation” were often used, for example:

> The collective [group set] goals...because it would hold me accountable. I would be more apt to not let others down, whereas here [in the study], I was just letting myself down. But if other people were involved and were counting on me, that would probably be easier for me or better for me. {P22}

> You can kind of get around your friends...you know...Well you guys are going to be upset because I didn’t meet my goal,’ but I don’t think it still carries the same clout as if you were say with a group of strangers that you all had to collectively meet a goal and you had to pull your weight. And so I think that would have been very effective...I wouldn’t want to sit in a room and just be like I was the reason why somebody didn’t meet their goal or our group didn’t meet the goal. {P2}

Participants often clarified that members of the group should have similar abilities and goals:

> I would really struggle with that [group-set goals] unless they were a whole group of people that were in a very similar situation to myself, because if I’m working with the rowing team, I’m bringing down the curve. {P17}
Several participants thought that the group-set model would help them be more active during weeks when lack of activity was attributed to complaints about the weather or being tired, for example. However, when they reflected on what a group-set goal might be like during periods when they were faced with something such as an illness or deadline at work—that is, a barrier that seemed more “reasonable” than, perhaps, an inclement weather excuse—they were not as enthusiastic, for example:

“I’ve never been one for team sports and things like that, so I wouldn’t be interested in the ‘everybody try to get the goal, and if you don’t do it, everyone fails.’” {P23}

“I may have actually gotten to the point, and I sort of did, where I just like, ‘Something’s got to give,’ and unfortunately, it’s the same thing that angers me every time it gets really busy…it’s just exercise was always the thing that gave…I just think there are times like now where it just doesn’t matter how much accountability I have, I would be willing to take the gruff.” {P22}

In the above example, P2, whose quote on the previous page illustrates that she found the idea of the group-set—strangers option appealing, explains how at certain times, exercise is not her top priority. Toward the end of the study, she had to prepare for a professional licensing exam. She explained that she would have let her goal slide (and in fact did toward the end of the study) even if doing so would upset the group in the event of a group goal.

Similarly, participants would be upset if they did their part, but missed the goal because of another group member:

“I’m sure there are people who wouldn’t meet it [the goal] and then that would be demoralizing.” {P14}

Several participants explained why the group-set—social network option was not appealing, often drawing from past experiences:

“I’ve got a lot of lazy friends and family.” {P25}

“I wouldn’t do it with the friends and family thing…That never worked for me. ‘Let’s go for a walk together, come on,’ and that whole thing of them trying to motivate me. It just does not work for me…[explaining from past experiences]...It will start off, and then one will stop, either I will or they will, and then it just never resumes again. So it never worked…[But] this group thing [with strangers] would be interesting.” {P15}

The Guided and Participatory options with the ‘fitness expert’ were appealing to most participants (Assigned was often not appealing, similar to Locke and Latham’s findings [10]); participants liked the idea of working with a personal trainer to set the goal or have the trainer design multiple goal options from which they could choose to ensure that they felt the goal was something they could accomplish. Again, words such as “accountability” and “motivation” were frequently mentioned. P22 explained why she would not want a goal that a personal trainer simply assigned to her (i.e., Assigned—fitness expert), “Personal trainers tend to be a little…hard core.” Some wanted to be able to modify a trainer’s suggestion without notifying the trainer of their changes (i.e., they wanted to edit an assigned goal without notifying the trainer of the change). P14 wanted to self-set her alternate goal and have a trainer assign her primary goal.

Participants clarified that an on-going relationship with the fitness expert would be important. They expected that the fitness expert would follow their progress and adjust their goal over time, not simply set the goal for them and be done. They also wanted to meet the fitness expert in person (partially to ensure that s/he was physically fit) and assumed that the fitness expert would get to know their current abilities, constraints (including childcare responsibilities and job schedule), and long-term objectives (e.g., run a marathon or lose 40 pounds by summer) prior to setting the goal. That is, the fitness expert options were appealing not only because of the expert’s perceived knowledge and experience, but also because of the ongoing relationship that participants would expect to have with the fitness expert. For example:

“If I worked with somebody that had personal experience with my activity levels, my physical condition, and then they worked to find something that was achievable for me, that’s going to help me improve, that’s going to allow me to see the improvement, that would be, I think, my best-case scenario.” {P17}

If something wasn’t working or I felt that wasn’t working about it, I would call them [the trainer] and have them kind of reassigned or maybe tweak it [the goal] a little…with them kind of overseeing it, they can help guide you, you know, kind of get you pushed, whereas if you tweak it yourself, you might allow yourself to lax a little bit.” {P12}

However, most participants claimed that they did not currently have a personal trainer because they could not afford one; cost was a common concern. Also, some had past negative experiences with trainers, for example:

“When I first moved out here and I joined a gym and they gave me like three free training sessions. And the guy [the trainer] tried to get me to do all this stuff and just really max out after I hadn’t lifted [weights] for a while…and I was sore for a week and a half afterwards. So, he was trying to make me feel sore so I felt like he was providing a service that I needed or something, where it just made me not ever want to see the guy again because then I took a week off right when I was excited to work out. Then I had a week when I couldn’t work out ‘cause my muscles were so sore.” {P7}

Self-set goals, as implemented in our three-month field study, were also popular, particularly given the cost concerns of personal trainers. For example, if participants were provided with a personal trainer by their employer, they often would have preferred one of the ‘fitness expert’ options. However, if they had to pay for one themselves, they often would have preferred self-set goals, particularly after considering what group-set goals would be like during weeks with illnesses or deadlines. P9 summed up his perspective on the various goal source options:

“I liked setting it myself. The only one out of the others [i.e., alternate goal source options] that I would, you know, not be annoyed by would be a personal trainer. I don’t want somebody else in the group affecting it. I don’t want, you know, a doctor or a President’s goal. I just know there’s certain ways I’m going to work out.” {P9}
6.2 Goal Timeframes
Of the three types of weekly goal timeframes that we proposed—rolling seven-day window, customizable calendar week, and fixed calendar week—the calendar week options were the most popular, with a slight preference for providing the option of the participant setting when the week begins (i.e., a customizable calendar week). Monday and Sunday were the most frequently preferred start days, with a slight preference for starting on Monday, as several participants liked to rest on Sundays and would rather end than begin their week with a rest day. Despite the background screens resetting (i.e., flowers disappearing), many participants liked the idea of a calendar week with a reset because (1) it gave them a clear deadline, (2) it provided a fresh start each week, and (3) it reminded them that being active was an ongoing process—something on which they had to stay focused. They explained:

> I think the Sunday through Saturday’s best for me. It’s just easier for me to visualize or to keep track, I guess, of the exercise...it’s fine that it clears out. It gets you motivated to get going again. {P28}

> I enjoyed the structure of the week...you know when it’s going to end so you have, you have to do it within that time period. Like, you know, it gives you an endpoint so you have to, you’ve got to do it. You’ve got to move. {P6}

Every week is a new week. I don’t want the seven-day window because then I always have the next day, I always have the next day...{With the calendar week} I have a definite parameter. A boundary...I don’t like the rolling window idea because then I think I would keep pushing it off and pushing it off. {P11}

This [being physically active] is something that needs to be—it’s not like a project. It needs to be ongoing, and if you’re saying well, I can always do it some other time, that’s not good. {P16}

However, for some, the rolling seven-day window sounded appealing, particularly if they tended to be active toward the end of the week, since end-of-week flowers on the calendar week options do not remain on the glanceable display for very long. Those participants at least wanted to try the rolling window option and compare it to the calendar week timeframe.

> ...you do something on Saturday, it’s [the flower is] gone. It’s all gone, And so, it’s kind of like, ‘I finally did something and now it’s gone.’...if it is a rolling seven days, it’s like what you just did yesterday is still there for you...you get to kind of hold onto that success for a little longer. {P19}

7. DISCUSSION
As part of our three-month field study of the UbiFit Garden system, 28 participants reflected on their experiences with and speculated on their preferences for goal-setting sources and timeframes. The results we presented can be used to recommend default settings for systems such as UbiFit as well as propose opportunities for future work for persuasive technologies that encourage physical activity, which we discuss in this section.

7.1 Goal Sources
Participants’ reactions to different goal source options have raised opportunities for future work. Although the self-set goals employed in our field study were popular, participants found some of the other options appealing as well, particularly the ‘fitness expert’ and group-set options. In many cases, participants thought those goal source options could be motivating. However, cost was a common concern for the ‘fitness expert’ options and certain barriers—such as illness or work deadlines—as well as past experiences with friends and family were concerns for the group-set options. Exploring how persuasive technologies could leverage fitness experts while minimizing cost to the individual is a promising avenue for future work. Similarly, future work could explore how to implement group-set goals in a way that would continue to motivate the members of the group despite the changing demands of everyday life.

Unpopular options were the ‘national recommendations’ and ‘medical expert’ options. However, despite being unpopular, if self-set goals are used in a system, it might be useful to provide the national recommendations for reference—not necessarily as default goals—to remind individuals of the type of variety for which they should strive. Additionally, for individuals with health concerns that may impact their ability to perform physical activities, the medical expert options might be appropriate.

7.2 Goal Timeframes
Based on participants’ experiences with and speculations about the weekly goal timeframe, the default for a system such as UbiFit should be a calendar week that begins on Monday and ends on Sunday. Individuals should be allowed to change on which day their week resets (e.g., so that their weekly goal could run from Sunday to Saturday, Wednesday to Tuesday, etc.) and potentially switch to a seven-day rolling window model where the week does not reset, but rather moves forward one day at a time.

There is an opportunity for future work to further investigate the time window based on the individual’s activity level. Of the participants who were interested in the rolling seven-day window idea, most tended to be less active on average or were less consistent with their activity levels. In many cases, their reason for wanting to try the rolling seven-day window model was that their flowers would last longer. However, they might benefit from a different timeframe altogether until they are more active on a regular basis. Perhaps instead of a seven-day timeframe, a four-week timeframe might provide more motivation for them, even if their goal resets, so that the little rewards for behavior (e.g., the flowers we used in UbiFit Garden) persist longer. As the individual improves the regularity of her behavior, the time window could shorten (e.g., from four to two to one week).3

7.3 Making Goal Commitment Public
Finally, while we did not implement this strategy in UbiFit, nor did we investigate it as part of our three-month field study, Goal-Setting Theory suggests that making the individual’s goal public could be effective at increasing goal-commitment. The sharing aspects of some recent systems (e.g., Houston [2] and

---

3 Some related work (e.g., the Houston study [2]) used a daily goal. While it was effective for some participants, most did not find it appealing as they tended to need days off or ‘rest days.’
Fish’n’Steps [9] have begun to investigate this issue, but little has been reported on its effectiveness. Future work could explore the effectiveness of this strategy in persuasive systems, including challenges such as how to so implement it without introducing undesirable effects such as shame, excessive competition, and other factors that could lead to system abandonment.

8. CONCLUSION

Employing goals in persuasive technologies may be an effective way to encourage behavior change. As part of our investigations of developing persuasive technologies to encourage individuals to be physically active, we have explored individuals’ reactions to various types of goal-setting considerations, specifically goal sources (i.e., who should set the goal) and goal timeframes (i.e., over what time period should an individual have to achieve the goal). In this paper, we presented findings from a three-month field study of the UbiFit system that relate to participants’ reactions to various approaches for implementing goal-setting in a persuasive technology to encourage physical activity.

Most participants would prefer to set their goal themselves (i.e., self-set) or work with a fitness expert to set a goal (i.e., guided or participatory), in which case they would expect an ongoing relationship with the expert. Established guidelines and assigned goals do not consider their individual abilities, objectives, and constraints, and most participants simply did not think of medical doctors as people from whom to seek advice about physical activity. Participants would prefer their goal to run for a calendar week that starts on Monday or Sunday, and then reset at the end of the week. They preferred the calendar week to a rolling seven-day window because it gives them a clear deadline, provides a fresh start each week, and reminds them that being active is something on which they must stay focused over time. Based on our results, we suggested opportunities for future work to continue to explore the effectiveness of goal-setting as a strategy for persuasive technologies to encourage physical activity.
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